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Dense, intricate, and intensely physical, linn meyers’s practice—whether in paint-

ing or drawing, on walls or on paper—stands as a record of the artist’s physical 

movements and the imperfections and inconsistencies of hand and body as they

move across a surface. Thus, meyers’s work is deeply engaged with time and the 

ways in which a work can express its own duration and reveal its own “becoming.” 

meyers’s drawings on graph paper amplify the artist’s embodied connection 

to mark and image making, turning the repetitive 

rhythms of her lines into playful meditations on the 

architecture of the page. By using the imposed grid of 

the paper as a platform for discovery and experimenta-

tion, meyers expands her rich vocabulary into unique 

images resonant of cosmological terrains, geometric 

landscapes, and geological maps. It is in these draw-

ings, which press against the architecture of the grid,

that meyers opens up the flexibility of the framework 

in an effort to dehomogenize space and make reference to the conditions of the

natural world and the body simultaneously. The deepness of a crease, the heavi-

ness of a fold, the tight twisting of a swarm, or the elastic stretch of a web inform

the graph pages, bringing tension and stress to the empirical formulas of the 

grid, which seek to render space and time discrete and measurable. 

And yet, not all of these drawings are thick and overwhelmed with marks:

voids, absences, and openings within the line drawings act like rests or breaths 

where lines can diverge or turn against the graph paper in order to reveal the struc-

tures and logics underneath them. It is in these moments that space becomes 

ecstatic, surging into and out of the paper’s imposing constraints. Perhaps the oscil-

lations between line and grid in these graph paper drawings articulate not only the 

tensions between organization and disorder, limits and their possible undoing, 

but also the potential of intervening in one’s environment—of defying or playing

within and in between restrictions, just as nature and bodies do.
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Untitled, 2017, ink on graph paper, 8½ x 11 in. 

(21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2016, ink on graph paper, 8½ x 11 in.

(21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2019, ink on graph paper, 8½ x 11 in.

(21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2019, ink on graph paper, 8½ x 11 in.

(21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2019, ink on graph paper, 8½ x 11 in.

(21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2016, ink and spray paint on graph 

paper, 8½ x 11 in. (21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2013–19, ink and spray paint on graph 

paper, 8½ x 11 in. (21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2019, ink and pencil on graph paper, 

8½ x 11 in. (21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2019, ink on graph paper, 8½ x 11 in.

(21.5 x 28 cm)
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Untitled, 2016, ink on graph paper, 8½ x 11 in.

(21.5 x 28 cm)






















